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WOMENS FENDT T-SHIRT

MEN’S FENDT T-SHIRT

POLOSHIRT
POLOSHIRT

PROFI
WITHOUT COMPROMISE. 
The Fendt Profi Collection accompanies you through everyday life with comfort and functionality. 
Durable materials, high-quality workmanship, many well thought-out details and a modern design 
meet all the expectations that professionals have of their clothing.

Size S X991020185000

Size M X991020186000

Size L X991020187000

Size XS X991020178000

Size S X991020179000

Size M X991020180000

Size L X991020181000

Size XS X991019038000

Size S X991019039000

Size M X991019040000

Size L X991019041000

Size XS X991020164000

Size S X991020165000

Size M X991020166000

Size L X991020167000

Size XL X991020182000

Size XXL X991020183000

Size XXXL X991020184000

Size XL X991019042000

Size XXL X991019043000

Size XXXL X991019044000
Size XL X991020168000

Size XXL X991020169000

Size XXXL X991020170000
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Fashionable women’s t-shirt with colour 
gradient, large print on the chest and small 
print on the back. Material: 95% cotton, 5% 
elastane, 180 g / m².

Basic t-shirt for men with large Fendt lettering in HD print on 
the chest and knitted cuffs with tyre tracks. Material: 100% 
cotton, 180 g / m².

Practical pique polo, ribbed collar with tyre pattern 
and 3-part button panel. Large print on the front 
and two-tone logo on the back.
Material: 60 % cotton, 40 % polyester.

The new professional polo shirt is a two-tone, light shirt made from breathable 
piqué with reflective print on the chest and back as well as engraved buttons 
and a red inner neckband. The highlighted red side slits and the longer back 
with flatlock seams lend the upper body a sporty appearance. 
Material: Black – 95 % cotton / 5 %
elastane; grey melange – 60 % cotton, 40 % polyester, 220 g / m².
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SOFTSHELL JACKET

SOFTSHELL JACKET

Size S X991020210000

Size M X991020211000

Size L X991020212000

46 X991020037000

48 X991020038000

50 X991020039000

52 X991020040000

54 X991020041000

56 X991020042000

58 X991020043000

60 X991020044000

62 X991020045000

64 X991020046000

Size XL X991020213000

Size XXL X991020214000

Size XXXL X991020215000

SWEATER JACKET

Size XS X991020150000

Size S X991020151000

Size M X991020152000

Size L X991020153000

Size XL X991020154000

Size XXL X991020155000

Size XXXL X991020156000

T-SHIRT

T-SHIRT

Size XS X991019022000

Size S X991019023000

Size M X991019024000

Size L X991019025000

Size XS X991019030000

Size S X991019031000

Size M X991019032000

Size L X991019033000

Size XL X991019026000

Size XXL X991019027000

Size XXXL X991019028000

Size XL X991019034000

Size XXL X991019035000

Size XXXL X991019036000

FENDT T-SHIRT - KIDS

86 X991020122000

98 X991020123000

110 X991020124000

122 X991020125000

134 X991020126000

146 X991020127000

Softshell jacket for professional use: water-resistant, wind-proof, 
breathable. High collar with chin guard and adjustable cuffs. Zipped 
left breast pocket, two side pockets, reflective logo on the chest 
and back and contrasting zip colour. The reflective piping provides 
additional safety.
Outer material: 96% polyester, 4% elastane. 
Inner lining: 100% polyester.

Functional men’s softshell jacket in a sporty style for a wide range of 
uses. Elastic, wind-proof, water-resistant and made of VENTURI stretch 
material. High-fastening collar with chin reinforcement, 1-way front zip 
with lower flap. Hem and arm cuffs are adjustable. Side pockets and 
breast pocket with zips. 
Material: outside: 100% polyester,
inside: 100 % polyester, membrane: polyurethane.

Modern black / grey T-shirt with round neck, reflective print at the
front and back as well as horizontal reflective piping on the chest
area. 
Material: Black – 100% cotton; grey melange – 60% cotton, 40% 
polyester.

Two-tone casual round-neck T-shirt with raglan sleeves, reflective
print on chest and back, reflective piping at the front, lined with a
red neckband. 
Material: Black – 100% cotton; grey melange – 60%
cotton, 40% polyester, 180 g / m².

The two-colour t-shirt for children, a nice splash of colour in your
day. With Fendt 1050 Vario print, contrasting side panels and 
decorative
stitching.Material: 100 % cotton, 180 g / m².

The sweat jacket with lined hood in contrasting colour is ideal for 
all situations. Enhanced with ribbed, tyre-patterned cuffs, a badge in 
polyester felt with silicone print and a two-tone cord. It also has two 
practical, large side pockets. Material: 60% cotton and 40%
polyester, 300 g / m².
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PROFI
WITHOUT COMPROMISE. 

BIB & BRACE

JACKET

48 X991018029000

50 X991018030000

52 X991018031000

54 X991018032000

56 X991018033000

SWEATER JACKET

Size S X991021064000

Size M X991021065000

Size L X991021066000

Size XS X991018092000

Size S X991018093000

Size M X991018094000

Size L X991018095000

Size XL X991021067000

Size XXL X991021068000

Size XXXL X991021069000

Size XL X991018096000

Size XXL X991018097000

Size XXXL X991018098000

Light and extremely sturdy, straight-cut bib and brace overalls with flexible side panels, elastic 
band at the back and adjustable elasticated shoulder straps for optimum fit in every working 
position. Many multi-purpose pockets: large breast pocket with Velcro fastening, two side 
pockets, thigh pocket and mobile phone pocket with Velcro fastening, double ruler pocket, two 
thigh pockets.
Strengthened knee panel with knee cushion pocket. Leg length can easily be lengthened by up to 
4 cm by opening the seams at the leg hems. With reflectors front and back for good visibility in 
the dark and increased safety. Washable at 60 °C. 
Material: 250 g / m², light grey: 60% cotton, 40% polyester. Green / dark grey: 65% polyester, 35% 
cotton

Light and extremely sturdy work jacket with zip, removable sleeves and 
several multi-purpose pockets. Large breast pocket with Velcro fastening, 
pen pocket, mobile phone pocket with Velcro fastening, two large side 
pockets. Sleeves with press studs for adjustment. Adjustable seam with 
Velcro fastening at the sides. With reflectors on shoulders and sleeve for 
good visibility in the dark and increased safety. Washable at 60 °C. 
Material: 250 g / m², light grey: 60% cotton,
40 % polyester. Green / dark grey: 65% polyester, 35% cotton.

Perfectly equipped! The functional and comfortable 2-in-1 work jacket for men 
is the right outfit for every situation. The outer jacket is made of waterproof and 
windproof fabric with sealed seams and a water column of 5,000 mm. With a 
detachable hood, a raised collar with chin guard, and a concealed front zip with 
Velcro flap. The cuffs and waistband are adjustable. With concealed side pockets 
and inside pocket with zip. The reflective Fendt Profi logo on the front and back of 
the outer jacket, as well as the print on the side pockets, ensure safety in the dark. 
Practical: The fleece jacket can be worn separately or attached to the outer jacket 
with the zip and snap buttons on the arm and back. 
Material: 100% polyester.
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OVERALLS WITH DOUBLE ZIP

TROUSERS

BERMUDA SHORTS

40 X991018057000

42 X991018058000

44 X991018059000

46 X991018060000

48 X991018061000

40 X991018015000

42 X991018016000

44 X991018017000

46 X991018018000

48 X991018019000

50 X991018020000

52 X991018021000

54 X991018022000

56 X991018023000

58 X991018024000

60 X991018025000

CHILDREN’S CAP

GREY CAP

X991020129000

X991016066000

X991016122000

HATS & CAPS 
 

With numerous multi-purpose pockets: Breast pocket with Velcro 
fastening, mobile phone pocket with Velcro fastening, pen pocket, 
two side pockets one back pocket and double ruler pocket. 
Practical: two side slits to reach the undergarments. Press studs 
at the cuffs. With flexible elastic band at the back for optimum 
fit. With reflectors on shoulders for good visibility in the dark and 
increased safety. Washable at 60 °C. 
Material: 250 g / m².
Light grey: 60% cotton, 40% polyester. Green / dark grey: 65% 
polyester, 35% cotton.

Light and extremely sturdy work trousers with numerous multi-purpose pockets. 
Two large side pockets, thigh pocket with additional mobile phone pocket and 
Velcro fastening, two back pockets, double ruler pocket. Elasticated waistband for 
wearing comfort in all work positions. Leg length can easily be lengthened by up 
to 4 cm by opening the seams at the leg hems. With reflectors front and back for 
good visibility in the dark and increased safety. Washable at 60 °C. 
Material: 250 g / m², light grey: 60% cotton, 40% polyester.
Green / dark grey: 65 % polyester, 35 % cotton.

Two-tone children’s cap with a large tractor on the front, decorative 
contrast stitching on the peak, blue contrasting peak with small label and 
the slogan “It’s Fendt” on the side and back. The buckle with embossed 
Fendt logo is adjustable. Material: 100% cotton.

Green cap in Fendt bonnet look on the front and large 3D embroidery. Comfortable 
thanks to the soft material, adjustable thanks to the metal buckle. 
Material: N100% cotton

Grey Fendt Cap with elegant green 3D embroidered logo, 
woven Fendt label on the side and green piping on the visor. 
Material: 100% cotton.

Short, knee-length and sturdy work trousers with several practical pockets. Two large side pockets, thigh 
pocket and mobile phone pocket with Velcro fastening, double ruler pocket, two back pockets. With reflectors 
front and back for good visibility in the dark and increased safety. Washable at 60 °C. 
Material: 250 g / m², light grey: 60% cotton, 40% polyester. Green / dark grey: 65% polyester, 35% cotton.

CAP

40 X991018071000

42 X991018072000

44 X991018073000

46 X991018074000

48 X991018075000

50 X991018076000

52 X991018077000

54 X991018078000

56 X991018079000

58 X991018080000

60 X991018081000
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FENDT 936 VARIO

X991000217000

FENDT MICRO TEAM

X991021130000

HAPPY FENDT WITH TRAILER

X991019090000

FENDT 936 VARIO

X991000218000

FENDT MONSTER TRACTOR

X991021128000

FENDTI HAPPY TRACTOR WITH TRAILER

FENDT 1050 VARIO

X991017206000

X991016082000

FENDT 939 VARIO

X991005031000

TOY MODELS
FOR THE REAL JOY OF PLAYING. 
Experience the fascination of Fendt while playing.

Fendt 936 Vario: High-quality and detailed Fendt toy model 
made from plastic. Model scale 1 : 16. Bonnet and doors can 
be opened. Steerable fully-floating axle (steering extension 
through the roof) for rough terrain and height-adjustable rear 
coupling. Made in Germany.

Fendt 936 Vario: High-quality and detailed Fendt toy model made from 
plastic. Model scale 1 : 16. Bonnet and doors can be opened. Steerable 
fully-floating axle (steering extension through the roof) for rough terrain and 
height-adjustable rear coupling. Made in Germany.

The strong Fendt toy set from Dickie Toys consists of a tractor, forage 
harvester and loader wagon and is ideal for home and garden or on 
the road thanks to its size. Lots of play fun is guaranteed: The loader 
wagon can be easily attached to the tractor! 
Length: 9 cm each.
Material: plastic. Age recommendation: from 3 years.

This combination consists of a tractor and trailer fitted with freewheel, 
light and sound and is an impressive 65 cm long. The front shovel can 
be moved up and down manually as well as removed to load the trailer. 
It is very easy to hitch and unhitch the trailer to the towing hook and 
manually unload the trailer. The toy tractor is suitable for children with 
its rounded shape and promotes fine motor skills. Batteries contained: 
2 × 1.5 V-R6. Recommended for children from 12 months upwards.

The Fendt 1050 Vario now featuring in kid’s bedrooms! The SIKU toy 
models made of metal and plastic parts stand out thanks to multiple 
details such as the new design of the bonnet and the large rear tyres. 
The steerable front axle has an oscillating function. The bonnet can be 
opened, the cab can be removed. There are SIKU standard couplings 
on the front and the rear.

Off into the forest with the Happy Fendt Forester! This free-wheeling toy tractor 
provides a lot of inspiration for learning motor skills. It has a mechanical claw at 
the front, which can be opened and closed with the large handle. The trailer has 
a manual claw on the swivel arm, with which the logs can be placed and moved. 
Hearing and sight are also stimulated, because it also features light and sound. 
Recommended for children aged 12 months. Batteries included.

Off into the forest with the Happy Fendt Forester! This free-wheeling 
toy tractor provides a lot of inspiration for learning motor skills. It has 
a mechanical claw at the front, which can be opened and closed with 
the large handle. The trailer has a manual claw on the swivel arm, with 
which the logs can be placed and moved. Hearing and sight are also 
stimulated, because it also features light and sound.
Recommended for children aged 12 months. Batteries included.

With the SIKU Control 32 technology 
in this model, it’s you who decides the 
way to go. The tractor is made from 
metal and plastic and is really easy to 
control. Provides hours of fun.



SAND BUCKETS WITH MOULDS

X991019055000
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HAPPY FENDT ANIMAL TRAILER

X991019013000

ROLLYMINITRAC FENDT 724 VARIO

X991006249000

MULTI-TRLR FV
A must for every small farmer – the Fendt multi-trailer works just 
like the real thing. Extremely sturdy, heavy-duty three-axle trailer 
with double side-gates and extra sturdy turntable steering. With 
detachable tow-bar. Fully functional tipping action using a scis-
sor-type jack and screw crank. Side gates can be easily removed 
and replaced. Can be tipped three-ways simply by repositioning 
the two safety bolts. Additional trailer bar at the back. Size: 113 
× 63 × 45.5 cm

Whether on the beach or on the playground: The digging fun can start 
with this set. It consists of a Fendt bucket, a matching sieve, rake and 
spade as well as 3 moulds. Height of bucket: 18 cm, diameter: 16 cm. 
Manufactured CE compliant according to the currently valid Toys Di-
rective EN 71.

Children have great fun when they are playing with the Fendt Ani-
mal Trailer. The toy consists of a Fendt tractor with child-friendly 
appearance, light and sound, an animal trailer as well as a cow. The 
tractor unit can easily be detached from the trailer. This is what our 
youngest use to drive the cows to the pasture. The cow and trailer 
are compatible with a well-known modular system, so that the toy 
fits in brilliantly with the toy collection at home. Recommended for 
children aged 12 months. Length: 30 cm.

Fendt ride-on car in a Vario 700 design with storage space be-
neath the bonnet, integrated horn, ergonomic car shape, sturdy 
Ackermann steering, knee groove and silent tyres for indoor and 
outdoor driving fun.

X991000091000

CHILDREN’S VEHICLES
THE LITTLE ONES ARE JUST LIKE THE BIG ONES. 
Children’s dreams, big and small, come true here: a large fleet of Fendt vehicles is available for you to choose from. Go-carts, tractors 
and trailers with many functions and controls. You can never start playing with technology early enough.

FENDT CABLE REMOTE CONTROL TRACTOR

X991021129000

The toy tractor from Dickie Toys with cable remote control is the ideal entry into the world 
of remote-controlled tractors and encourages play with its numerous features. The large front 
bucket moves both forwards and backwards, and the lights on the roof also flash when the vehicle 
moves forwards - stimulating the imagination of the smallest ones and training the motor skills 
of children‘s hands with fun. The supplied cable remote control feels good in the hand and lets the 
Fendt tractor drive either forwards, straight or backwards in a curve. Thanks to the batteries already 
included, you can start the driving fun straight away! Batteries: 2 x AA included. Length: 14 cm.  
Material:plastic. 
Age recommendation: from 3 years.
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PDTRC FV 1050 W/LDR

125173 ROLLYMINITRAC TRAILER F

X991017194000

X991006250000

PDTRC 1050 W BRAKES

FV211 VARIO FLDR SF ONLY

X991017195000

X991000818000

PDTRC FV 211V

ROLLYCONTAINER FENDT X991000815000

X991005559000

ROLLYKIPPER II FENDT

X991005560000

The Fendt tipper is a sturdy dumper for all our pedal tractors.

The 211 Vario, in the “big” version, with original “211 Vario” 
logo. The bonnet can be opened and provides plenty of stor-
agespace. This agile pedal tractor is suitable for children 
from three years of age. Optional features of the 211 Vario:
Front loader: Fully functional front loader, easy and quick to
remove, pneumatic tyres: Professional features for the best
driving experience.

The 1050 Vario is a pedal tractor that looks just like its big brother. With inte-
grated front mudguards, length and height-adjustable seat, roll-bar and silent 
tyres. The bonnet can be opened and the storage compartment provides storage 
space. With adjustable chain tension, protected chain drive, optimised turning cir-
cle thanks to Ackermann steering, front and rear coupling. Can be upgraded with 
functionalaccessories. Not available with pneumatic tyres. For children from 3 to 
10 years.

The 1050 Vario is a pedal tractor that looks just like its 
big brother. With integrated front mudguards, length and 
height-adjustable seat, roll-bar and silent tyres. The bonnet 
can be opened and the storage compartment provides storage 
space. With adjustable chain tension, protected chain drive, 
optimised turning circle thanks to Ackermann steering, front 
and rear coupling. Can be upgraded with functionalaccesso-
ries. Not available with pneumatic tyres. For children from 3 
to 10 years.

The 211 Vario, in the “big” version, with original “211 Vario” 
logo. The bonnet can be opened and provides plenty of stor-
age space. This agile pedal tractor is suitable for children 
from three years of age. Optional features of the 211 Vario: 
Front loader: Fully functional front loader, easy and quick to 
remove, pneumatic tyres: Professional features for the best 
driving experience.

The large Fendt dumper is a heavy-duty tandem-axle vehicle 
with sturdy twin opening rear doors. The container rolls off 
completely and can be suspended by the hook arm.

Matching trailer for the Vario 724 ride-on car.



AGCO Australia reserves the right to make improvements in design and changes in specifications at any time without notice and 
without incurring any obligation to install them on units previously sold. The specifications, descriptions and illustrative material 
contained herein are as accurate as known at time of publication, but are subject to change without notice. Illustrations utilized 
may also include optional equipment and accessories not contained within the item number listed.

Genuine Parts. Genuine Service. Genuine Reliability.

www.agcocorp.com

Genuine Starts Here.

AGCO Australia
615 Somerville Rd 
Sunshine West VIC, 3020 
Australia


